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Want to head to Hawaii 
for 6 nights? 

Simply purchase a Yuasa battery, enter online at 
www.centurybatteries.co.nz/endlesssummer

and you could win, 6 nights in Hawaii including flights 
& $500 spending money. T&C's apply.

FLAT BATTERY TIPS
TIP NO.1
Always remove the key from the vehicle & lock the car!
 Current draw from the battery:
 Vehicle Locked – 1.65amps
 Vehicle Unlocked – 3.84amps
 With Keys In Ignition – 4.62amps

TIP NO 2.
Keep the keyless entry remotes away from vehicles (keyless ignition 
systems in some vehicles can put a major strain on batteries).

TIP NO 3.
A vehicle idling at under 1000rpm will provide little to no power to 
run high drain accessories! 
Leaving your car idling WILL NOT charge the battery.

TIP NO 4.
Short runs & high stop start driving conditions put heavy strain on 
the battery! Over a period of time your battery may go flat.

TIP NO 5.
Vehicles with idle stop start (ISS) systems have a higher priced battery 
to handle the constant discharge/recharge requirements.

AND THEY ARE WORTH IT! 

SPECIALS

Deep Dish 
Front Floor Mats 

$30.00 (pair)

LED
Headlamp torch

$30.00

LED light key rings 
with every Yuasa 

battery sold 
– limited amount 

available

 About 165,000 cars are produced every day.

 There are 1 billion cars currently in use on earth.

 It would take less than 6 months to get to the Moon by car at 60mph. 

 The average American spends about 38 hours a year stuck in traffic.

 Volkswagen owns Bentley, Bugatti, Lamborghini, Audi, Ducati and Porsche. 

Fairly Intersting Car Facts:



Thunder Cam Action Sports Camera 
With Multiple Mounting Options $250.00 Retail
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MENTION EITHER OF THESE  THUNDER SPECIALS 
& RECEIVE $40.00 OFF THE RETAIL PRICE

Thunder Multi-Function Jump Starter $250.00 Retail
There are a number of small portable jump starters available today, but none as impressive as the 
Thunder Lithium Jump Starter, which is capable of jump starting a V8 engine.
Not only can this restart a V8 engine, it is enough power to:
Jump start a small capacity car up to 40 times
Charge a mobile phone approximately 10 times
Supply power to a laptop for up to six hours

Comes in a handy carry case & with accessories:
 Home Charger
 Car Charger
 Intelligent Jumper Cable
 Laptop Connections & 8 Switch Cable
 3-In-1 Mobile Phone Cable
 Cigarette Socket Cable

MORE OFFERS

MULTIPURPOSE – OUTDOOR SPORTS/MARINE SPORTS/SWIMMING 
& DIVING/CAR DASH CAM RECORDER/AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Discounts available for Super Card 
Holders & Farmlands Card Holders.

We also accept ● Q Card  ● Visa  
● Farmers Finance Card  ● Mastercard

 WiFi Connectivity
 USB & HDMI
 30m Waterproof
 1080P Full HD Camera
 170degrees Wide Lens

Included Accessories 
Waterproof Housing
Mounts/Suction Cup
Multiple Clips/Battery
240v Charger
12v Car Charger

STRUTS RE-GASSED 
$35.00 EACH

•  Boot, bonnet, hatch and tailgates
•  Canopies and ute lids
•  Pop tops and beds on caravans and campers
•  Covered in trailers (tradesman and campers)
•  Farm equipment eg Tractors, Harvesters etc
•  Buses
•  Industrial machinery
•  New struts available if struts unable to 
    be regassed

Patrick, who was holidaying at the beach with a group from the Senior Citizen Home 
couldn’t seem to make it with any of the ladies. So he asked the local lifeguard for 
some advice.
“Mate, it’s obvious,” says the lifeguard, “you’re wearing them old baggy swimming 
trunks that make ya look like an old geezer. They’re years out of style. Your best bet is 
to grab yourself a pair of Speedos – about two sizes too small – and drop a fist-sized 
potato down inside ’em. I’m tellin’ ya man… you’ll have all the babes ya want!”
The following weekend, Patrick hits the beach with his spanking new tight Speedos, 
and his fist-sized potato. Everybody on the beach was disgusted as he walked by, 
covering their faces, turning away, laughing, looking sick!
So he went back to the lifeguard again and asked him, “What’s wrong now?”
“For goodness sake, mate!” said the lifeguard, “The potato goes in front!!”

Just for  Laughs...

“Here’s our new retirement plan -
At age 65, we’ll get divorced then marry

other people who planned better.” 


